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INTRODUCTION

Wichita, Kansas, achieved what few regional economies achieve: a genuine industrial identity. In 1928, Wichita began promoting itself as the “Air Capital of the World.”¹ Wichita became known for the production of aircraft in the same way that Detroit became known for the production of automobiles, Hollywood became known for the production of movies, and Silicon Valley became known for the production of information technology.

In the parlance of regional economic development, Wichita developed an industry “cluster.” Economist Michael E. Porter of Harvard University coined the term “cluster” to give modern-day currency to a general idea that economists had understood for at least a century. Porter describes clusters as “geographically close groups of interconnected companies and associated institutions in a particular field, linked by common technologies and skills.”² Clusters – as a form of economic specialization – can drive the competitive advantage of regional economies. However, true clusters, those worthy of the name, evolve naturally through market processes; attempts to create them through proactive planning process rarely succeed.³

In 2001, Porter, in association with the Council on Competitiveness, as part of a nationwide program known as the Clusters of Innovation Initiative, published an in-depth study of the Wichita economy.⁴ One might argue that the Porter report inspired the creation of Wichita’s modern-day economic development strategic planning process. In 2004, civic leaders in Wichita initiated the Visioneering Wichita project, which embarked on “a citizen-driven process to identify the future” Wichita wanted to build.⁵ Visioneering Wichita preceded what is now called Project Wichita.

Porter’s assessment of the Wichita economy nicely captured the broad structural contours of the Wichita economy which remain relevant two decades later. Porter said: “Wichita has experienced fairly steady economic prosperity during the last 80 years. Wichita lays claim to early innovative entrepreneurs, most markedly in aerospace vehicles and defense, whose innovations contributed to the region’s present broad-based manufacturing capacity and prosperity. The U.S. government’s need for military aircraft fostered the burgeoning aerospace vehicles and defense cluster. Early Wichita innovations extended to other areas including plastics, machinery, and franchised restaurants. But Wichita’s economic prosperity is challenged.”⁶

Porter diagnosed Wichita’s challenged future based on his assessment that established “companies are not innovating at a high rate due to weak innovative capacity. Entrepreneurial firms lack the necessary support to start their new businesses.” Perhaps, but the particulars of that assessment seem dubious. A more convincing way to make the same argument would add an important qualification. These firms – along with other innovators, entrepreneurs, and investors – do not necessarily consider the regional economy of Wichita to be the most promising place to implement their strategic initiatives and deploy their venture capital.

The reason for such a perspective relates to fundamental forces of economic geography and the evolving nature of business value creation. Wichita’s commercial history has collided with (1) expanding global supply chains and (2) U.S. regional economic dynamics in which city size itself seems to have become a determinant of economic growth. Wichita is a relatively small, geographically isolated city with an economy dominated by manufacturing activity – aircraft manufacturing activity, in particular. Manufacturing remains an engine of productivity and value creation, but manufacturing is often a highly cyclical enterprise.⁷

Wichitans understand this perspective. Discussions about it often arise during the strategic planning initiatives characterized by Project Wichita. The core challenge relates to escaping an economic history derived from a process known as path dependence – a lock-in effect that persists in regional economic patterns because of past events that tend to reinforce themselves over time. In Wichita, this could mean being locked-in as the “Air Capital,” come what may – or, more generally, a lock-in related to the manufacturing competencies developed over many decades.

The past two decades of weak economic performance in the Wichita metro area can be considered yet another chapter in a familiar story – a story nicely summarized in Wichita’s Legacy of Flight, a book commemorating a century of aviation in Wichita: “Wichita had some tumultuous times during the first century of flight. The roller-coaster aircraft industry – slave to the whims of military and commercial airline contracts as well as fickle business aircraft customers – caused a similar roller-coaster in Wichita’s economy. When the industry boomed, so did the city. When the industry lagged, Wichita’s unemployment jumped, causing scores of workers and their families to leave Wichita for better opportunities.”⁸

In brief, the preponderance of the evidence presented in this report suggests what Wichitans already know: the 2001 and 2008 recessions had an adverse impact on aircraft manufacturing activity in the city. Such negative impacts have happened before in the aircraft industry, and Wichita has recovered.

The question is: will Wichita recover again? As this report went to press, the 2020 coronavirus pandemic continued to negatively shock economies around the world, dramatically diminished air travel, and awakened people to the high-quality capability of modern video-conferencing technology.⁹ In addition, many world leaders intend to hold the Chinese Communist Party responsible for
unleashing the pandemic. The political backlash against China may remake global supply chains, potentially shifting significant volumes of manufacturing capability to U.S. soil.\textsuperscript{10} Both of these mega-trends – widespread video conferencing and the increase of manufacturing capacity on U.S. soil – have the potential to influence the future demand for air travel (and, therefore, aircraft) and the general direction of Wichita's manufacturing-centric economy.

This report emphasizes the importance of past and future mega-trends in the shaping of the Wichita economy because well-intentioned, citizen-led efforts like Project Wichita have the potential to underestimate the complexity and uncertainty associated with the process of economic development. As argued – and demonstrated – throughout the report, a market-driven trial-and-error process defines patterns of regional economic growth. An underappreciation of this fact can lead to an over-simplified perspective of the causal elements of economic growth – and, consequently, the potential for a misallocation of scarce resources on well-intentioned projects that have a low probability of achieving the goal of economic growth.

The 2018 Project Wichita report offers many thoughtful community-building ideas. The part of the report most connected to the information in this report relates to the Economic Prosperity Action Plan, which has two general components: (1) business and job growth combined with efforts to “strengthen the regional entrepreneurship ecosystem” and (2) enhance tourism driven by modernized amenities in downtown Wichita.\textsuperscript{11} Component (1) primarily leverages an earlier effort known as the Blueprint for Regional Economic Growth,\textsuperscript{12} which essentially continued the 2001 Michael Porter Clusters of Innovation work referenced previously. Component (2), as discussed next, relates to the long-running effort to redevelop downtown Wichita through the application of economic development incentives, typically with the goal of fostering tourism in the city.

### A Perspective on Intra-City Patterns of Economic Growth

The redevelopment of downtown Wichita has been a persistent theme for many years. Wichita’s motivations for downtown redevelopment mirror those of many small and midsize cities: “Downtowns are more than retail, commercial, service, and work centers. They are the symbolic centers of cities and are unifying forces for their communities. These are the reasons cities across the country are committing resources, both financial and human, to bring them back to economic health.”\textsuperscript{13}

The American Planning Association – a trade group supporting and advocating the activities of urban planners – drafted that uplifting sentiment about downtowns for a 2018 report on downtown redevelopment efforts across the nation. The Association also included this important statement in its report: “Assessing the impact of downtown revitalization programs and projects is the most underdeveloped aspect of the downtown revitalization process. Few cities regularly monitor and report the outcomes of their plans, and even fewer provide comprehensive evaluations of plan outcomes.”\textsuperscript{14}

The author, working with the Kansas Policy Institute over the years, has first-hand knowledge of this deficiency in the monitoring and measurement of economic development programs. Many attempts to gather specific data for an accurate evaluation of economic development programs in Wichita – and the economic development incentives that go with them – have failed, because the information does not exist or would not be released. Instead of relying...
on specific data from the City of Wichita or Sedgwick County, the analysis presented in this report results from the gathering of data from alternative sources that can help evaluate the overall impact of select economic development programs in Wichita.

To set a context for the evaluation, this section examines broad geographic patterns of business and employment growth within the City of Wichita from 1994 through 2017, the time period of available data from the U.S. Census Bureau. The charts in this section document what most Wichitans already know: The natural flow of economic development in Wichita over the past two decades has been away from downtown and toward the Northeast quadrant of Wichita, and, to a much lesser extent, the Northwest quadrant. This trend is clear across all relevant metrics: business count, job count, and payroll tally.

Chart 1A illustrates the zip codes used to create the geographic definitions used for analysis. Zip code 67202 defines the geography of “downtown” Wichita. The other zip codes on the map define the four different quadrants of the city.

Chart 1B illustrates a simple count of business establishments. Chart 1C illustrates a count of jobs. Chart 1D illustrates a tally of payroll (in millions of dollars). These data, compiled by the U.S. Census Bureau, reflect data from business establishments with more than one employee. This fact is important because single-employee businesses may count for a significant share of jobs and businesses in the City of Wichita, and the Census data for zip codes do not include these jobs and businesses. For example, data for the greater Wichita metro area, compiled by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, does account for single-employee businesses; many of these businesses are categorized as: non-farm self-employment businesses.

From 1994 to 2017, the same time frame corresponding to the Census data, non-farm self-employment businesses account for about half of the total job growth in the Wichita metro area (see, and compare, Chart 7A and Chart 7B). Presumably, a similar pattern holds for the city of Wichita, given its statistical prominence in the greater metro area. (The Wichita Metropolitan Statistical Area is defined as the counties of: Butler, Harvey, Sedgwick, and Sumner.)

Table 1 summarizes the growth shown in Chart 1B, Chart 1C, and Chart 1D. Comparing 2017 with 1994, the total number of business establishments increased by 905; total job count increased by 24,811; and total payroll (not adjusted for inflation) increased by $4.8 billion.

The metrics
listed by geographic area report how each area contributed – positively or negatively – to the totals.

Aside from the general geographic patterns, it is difficult to make meaningful positive statements about the drivers of economic growth in the City of Wichita. Many different businesses, across many different industry sectors, contribute. As explained in more detail below, the normal patterns of business dynamism continually redefine the details of commercial activity in the city.

Table 2 provides some summary information related to select features of each geographic region, much of which is well known. Note the average number of business births and deaths each year; this turnover reflects a key part of the trial-and-error process associated with economic growth. Also note the substantial diversity of different types of businesses that already exist in the City of Wichita – one of the metrics identified as important by Project Wichita. It is difficult to imagine what steps in the economic development planning process could further expand this diversity in the naturally occurring context of continual business births and business deaths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2: Select Business Statistics Related to Wichita Geography</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Downtown</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating &amp; Drinking Places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management &amp; Public Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous Business Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ins. Agents, Brokers, &amp; Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Northwest</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating &amp; Drinking Places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offices &amp; Clinics of Med. Doctors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual &amp; Family Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft &amp; Parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management &amp; Public Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Northeast</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating &amp; Drinking Places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offices &amp; Clinics of Med. Doctors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management &amp; Public Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotels &amp; Motels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southeast</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating &amp; Drinking Places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous Business Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department Stores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New &amp; Used Car Dealers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offices &amp; Clinics of Med. Doctors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwest</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural Chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc. Primary Metal Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing &amp; Personal Care Facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services to Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Printing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: National Establishment Time-Series Database; author’s calculations

A Perspective on Economic Development Incentives

The dominant business trends related to the decline of downtown Wichita and the ascension of Northeast Wichita help to set a context for evaluating the effectiveness of government planning-related economic development incentives. The City of Wichita, like municipalities across the country, uses a variety of tools to aid favored economic development projects. This section of the report will evaluate a tool known as sales tax revenue (STAR) bonds, because this tool uses a state-government economic development incentive program to leverage other local-government incentive programs. Wichita has used sales tax revenue (STAR) bonds in an effort to drive economic development in two locations: (1) downtown and (2) the intersection of K-96 and Greenwich Road (in the already growing Northeast quadrant of the city).

In brief, STAR bonds work by issuing public debt to help finance approved projects. The state and local governments in Kansas use STAR bonds as an economic development tool to finance specific types of projects – by statute, projects associated with “a historic theater, major tourism area, major motorsports complex, auto race track facility, river walk canal facility, major multi-sport athletic complex, or a major commercial entertainment and tourism area.” The Kansas Secretary of Commerce must approve all STAR bond projects.

The Kansas Legislature enacted the STAR Bond Financing Act in 2007 (and revised certain portions of the Act in 2016). However, the use of STAR bonds in Wyandotte County pre-dated the 2007 Act. The state government and the Unified Government of Wyandotte County used STAR bonds in 1999 to build the Kansas Speedway and Village West tourism district (and several subsequent expansions to that project).

Both Wichita STAR bond projects conform to the statute’s stipulated list of allowable projects. The downtown Wichita project uses a “river walk canal facility” as its organizing principle. The K-96 and Greenwich project uses a “major multi-sport athletic complex” as its organizing principle.

The discussion that follows will evaluate both STAR bond projects. To anticipate the key take-aways, the discussion will argue that (1) the downtown project has had no measurable effect on the persistent decline of business and job growth in downtown Wichita and (2) the K-96 and Greenwich project – as a greenfield development – demonstrates obvious growth, but the measured growth would have happened anyway (it just may not have been anchored by government-subsidized sports facilities).

The analysis that drives these arguments relies on the address-specific job counts available from a unique database known as the National Establishment Time-Series
Database (NETS). It allows researchers to identify the business-reported job counts of specific businesses at specific addresses. This capability allowed the author to use the addresses specified by the Kansas Department of Revenue for each of Wichita’s two Wichita STAR bond districts to query the NETS database for job-count (along with the job-count within the larger zip code areas associated with the districts).

### Wichita Riverwalk STAR Bond District

The Wichita Riverwalk District has progressed in two phases. In October 2005, the City of Wichita officially created a redevelopment district to modernize a downtown area along the Arkansas River. The Kansas Secretary of Commerce authorized the district to become a STAR Bond financing district in October 2007. This authorization constituted phase one. In October 2013, the City passed an ordinance to create a second River District project. The Kansas Secretary of Commerce authorized this second phase as a STAR bond financing district on January 22, 2014.

According to the City of Wichita’s 2013 STAR Bond Annual Report:

> The City of Wichita and the State of Kansas developed a unique approach to the use of STAR resources for the [phase one] River District project. Because of this project’s unique characteristics, particularly since the district did not begin as a “greenfield,” but already contained a number of thriving businesses, it was possible to more efficiently use the STAR resources in essentially a “pay-as-you-go” manner.

As a practical matter, the pay-as-you-go agreement allowed Wichita to use the money earmarked to repay STAR bonds without having to issue any bonds. The State made these reimbursements in stages from the sales taxes set aside in escrow beginning in November 2007. The Secretary of Commerce authorized up to $13 million in reimbursements for Phase One, but the city only used $11.9 million. To help finance Phase Two, Wichita issued $4.8 million in STAR bonds in 2015 (which it repaid by year-end 2016).

**Phase One of the Riverwalk District project included:**
- the Keeper of the Plains sculpture, plaza, and pedestrian bridge project;
- the East Riverbank Redevelopment project adjacent to the Broadview Hotel; and
- the WaterWalk fountain and public plaza area (including riverbank amenities).

**Phase Two of the Riverwalk District project included:**
- improvements to the west bank of the Arkansas River;
- apartments complexes;
- boat and bike rental facilities and storage for rowing shells; and
- improvements to Delano Park, a 0.6 acre park adjacent to the apartments.

In 2016, the City of Wichita expanded the Riverwalk District project in order to renovate and modernize Lawrence-Dumont Stadium, redevelop the area around the Stadium, and build a new library. This report does not explicitly include analysis of this most recent expansion of the Wichita Riverwalk STAR bond district, because it is too new and data is not yet available.

Exhibit 1 shows two maps. The top map illustrates a sample of the business locations specified by the Kansas Department of Revenue for sales-tax diversion to STAR...
Bond servicing. The bottom map illustrates the location of the STAR Bond District – white star image – in juxtaposition to the zip codes used for comparison purposes in certain charts that appear below.

Charts 2A and 2B illustrate job growth trends in the Riverwalk district and select zip codes, as described. Chart 2A illustrates specific job counts within the Riverwalk district. Chart 2B shows the relative growth trends among employment defined by the Riverwalk district, Zip Code 67202, and the combined zip codes of 67202 and 67203.

Chart 2A shows a decline in district employment during the 1990-1991 recession; followed by an increase until 1993; and then a consistent decline until 1998. A rebound followed the decline up until 2006, the year after Wichita developed a downtown redevelopment district. As discussed on page 6, Wichita received authorization to use the STAR bond program beginning in 2007; unfortunately, the Great Recession began in December of 2007, which is reflected by the jobs decline from 2008 through 2010. A rebound trend began in 2011 and continued through the last available data point of 2017.

Chart 2B is designed to show how the Riverwalk district relates to the larger economic area – in order to evaluate the degree to which the district is creating net new jobs or merely rearranging jobs within a larger geographic area. On average, the district amounts to about 7.5 percent of the job count in the zip code of 67202 and about 4.7 percent of the combined job counts of zip codes 67202 and 67203.

Consistent with Chart 1C, zip codes close to downtown Wichita illustrate persistent decline in job counts, except for an increase from 2000 to 2002.

To gauge the relative magnitudes, as it relates to the trend lines in Chart 2B, note the spike at year 2002. For the district, that spike represents an increase of 190 jobs, but it represents an increase of 2,781 jobs in zip code 67202. For zip codes 67202 and 67203 combined, the spike represents an increase of 2,682 jobs, which is lower than the job count of 67202 alone because zip code 67203 lost 99 jobs. With that reference related to relative magnitude, the increasing trend in jobs in the district beginning in 2014 had virtually zero influence on overall job change in the larger zip code areas. The best one could argue is that the increase of 117 jobs in the district in the year 2017 offset the job decline of 122 in the combined zip codes; however, we have no way of knowing if that job accounting is the influence of the district or just random chance (since the combined zip codes added 539 jobs in 2016, compared to 35 jobs for the district).

(The author has conducted a similar analysis of the Manhattan, Kansas, STAR bond district. It, too, indicates that the STAR bond project merely rearranged the pattern of economic development. It did not generate net-new economic growth.22)
The City of Wichita adopted plans for a STAR bond district around the intersection of K-96 and Greenwich Road. The Kansas Secretary of Commerce authorized phase one in June 2013 and phase two in April 2017. The City issued $36.3 million in STAR Bonds in December 2013 to help finance phase one and $33.2 million in STAR Bonds in August 2017 to help finance phase two. (The August 2017 bond issue actually amounted to $71.3 million, because the City borrowed enough to refinance the 2013 bond issue, as well as fund phase two.)

Key amenities in phase one:
- Wichita Sports Forum – an indoor facility designed to host local, regional, and national competitions in basketball, volleyball, cheer, softball, baseball, football, and dodgeball.
- A 20,000 square-foot Extreme Air Sport Trampoline Park.
- A hotel adjacent to the Wichita Sports Forum.
- A national retail store and multi-tenant retail center.

Key amenities in phase two:
- Stryker Sports Complex, a destination sports facility.
- DRIV Gold Lounge & Brewhouse, an interactive golf and entertainment experience similar to Top Golf.

From a data availability perspective, the K-96/Greenwich STAR Bond District had only four full years of operating history, which constrained the economic analysis. The District could be characterized as primarily a green-field development, but the area of Greenwich Road to the south of the District has developed steadily over the past 1.5 decades.

Exhibit 2 shows two maps. The top map illustrates a sample of the business locations specified by the Kansas Department of Revenue for sales-tax diversion to K-96 STAR bond servicing. The bottom map illustrates the location of the K-96 STAR bond district – white star image – in juxtaposition to the zip codes used for comparison purposes in certain charts that appear below.

Chart 3A illustrates the trend in job count at the addresses specified by the Kansas Department of Revenue for the K-96/Greenwich STAR bond district. As the chart shows, the intersection defined by the district began to develop 10 years before Phase One of the project. The implementation of the project resulted in a clear increase of job counts in 2016 and 2017 (the year Phase Two started).

Granted, supporters of the STAR bond district can argue in good faith that a mini sports mecca offers an amenity that may not have materialized without active government planning. However, for citizens not necessarily sympathetic to that perspective, Chart 3B attempts to place the job count numbers in the STAR bond district into a larger perspective. That perspective asks: would the area of K-96 and Greenwich Road have developed without the taxpayer-financed incentives?

The trends in job count illustrated in Chart 3A already suggest that the answer is “yes.” For comparison, Chart 3B illustrates the job count for the area surrounding the intersections of K-96 and Rock Road. Specifically, the job count derives from the businesses that have addresses along or within the location bounded by: 29th Street, Rock Road, 37th Street, and Webb Road. To the best of
the author’s knowledge, this area developed organically, without the use of any taxpayer-financed economic development incentives.

Chart 3B also shows the job count in zip code 67226, which is the primary zip code in which the K-96/Greenwich STAR bond district resides. The trend in job growth for zip code 67226 and the designated geography around Rock Road track with each other. The leveling off of growth in 2013 for the zip code and Rock Road seem coincidental to the relative increase in job count for the initiation of Phase One of the STAR bond district, because zip code 67226 regularly experienced job-related commercial activity with annual fluctuations that exceed the job gains reported for the district.

To summarize, and to reiterate, two prominent government-incentivized economic development projects do not show evidence of promoting net-new economic growth. At best, the projects redirected or redefined growth that would have happened without the subsidized intervention into the natural flow of commerce within the City of Wichita. The discussions which follow explain the drivers of authentic economic growth – and why the trial-and-error nature of the process makes it highly improbable for proactive government intervention in the process to make a meaningful impact.
A Perspective on Population Growth

A long-run perspective on population growth has a keen relevance for understanding – and comparing – current-day regional economies. An interesting fact about regional population growth is its tendency to be persistent. Significantly different growth rates among localities tend to sustain themselves. Localities that experience strong population growth in one decade tend to have strong growth in subsequent decades.

Academic economists continue to debate the reasons for persistence in regional population growth trends. In brief, the dominant explanations relate to “frictions” – relocation costs – associated with the movement of people and capital investments from one location to another. Even small relocation costs can drive estimates of persistence in population growth rates. An economist at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City summarized his research by noting that “small changes to local productivity or to local quality of life, even very small frictions to labor and capital mobility, suffice to cause highly persistent population flows.” Similarly, but more pointedly, economists at the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago found that the costly business processes of finding and then relocating employees account for the phenomenon of persistence in population growth – or, as they phrase the matter in academic-speak: “the process of attracting workers to cities through costly directed search is the prime determinant of slow population adjustments to [productivity] shocks.”

As with the above two references, economic researchers typically use “economic shocks” to evaluate persistence in population growth among cities. Such shocks can be positive or negative and can relate to changes in business conditions or to changes in quality-of-life variables.

Economic shocks help tell the story of economic growth in Wichita. The theme of persistence punctuated by economic shocks offers a general way to read Chart 4A and Chart 4B. Chart 4A illustrates long-run population trends for Wichita and five other select Metropolitan Statistical Areas. Des Moines, Iowa; Kansas City, Missouri (which includes several Kansas counties); Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Omaha, Nebraska; and Tulsa, Oklahoma. This selection of metro areas will be used as comparison regions to help put Wichita’s economic growth history into a regional context. Chart 4B illustrates the county-level composition of the long-run population growth within the Wichita Metropolitan Statistical Area.

Following the initial decades of population settlement in these select metro areas, Chart 4A shows a high degree of persistence among the census-to-census population growth rates for each region, unless the region experienced an economic shock (either positive or negative). Each of the metro areas experienced the Great Depression (1930-1940) as a negative shock that interrupted persistent population growth. Each of the metro areas, except Des Moines, experienced the postwar era (1950-1960) as a positive shock, probably related to suburbanization trends following World War II. Des Moines – perhaps because of changed business conditions following the 1990-1991 recession – experienced a positive shock between 1990 and 2000 that has persisted to the present.

The most interesting economic shock for the present analysis relates to Wichita’s identity as the “Air Capital of the World.” The lucky local combination of oil-related wealth and industrious aviation pioneers set the stage for Wichita to become a major aircraft manufacturing location. That fortunate series of events set the stage for an economic boom when the fighting in World War II...
generated an enormous federal-government demand for aircraft. 29

Chart 4B illustrates the two-decade population boom in Sedgwick County. From 1940 through 1960, Sedgwick County ranked 124th in population growth among 3,305 counties – and it experienced this rapid growth from a relatively large starting population base. In addition to building the city’s population base, this economic shock essentially locked-in Wichita’s economic history as a manufacturing-intensive regional economy.

As highlighted at the beginning of this report, that history established the current-day conditions that are helping to define Wichita’s economic future. Wichita remains a manufacturing intensive regional economy. For example, the decline in population growth from 2010 to 2020 arguably represents the cumulative negative shocks to the aircraft industry (and other manufacturing-related businesses) following the recession of 2001 and the Great Recession of 2007-2009. (On this point, also see the employment discussion below.)

Another important analytical factor illustrated in Chart 4A relates to the relative population size of the select metro areas. Wichita, with the temporary exception of Des Moines, has always had the smallest population. Kansas City and Omaha have always had a substantially larger population than Wichita. In the early days of westward expansion, Oklahoma City and Tulsa attracted population later in history than Wichita, but quickly surpassed Wichita in population count. Des Moines fell behind Wichita in population count in 1950, but will probably reverse that situation in the 2020s.

---

A Perspective on Population Dynamics

Wichita’s relatively small size may handicap its future economic growth. Nationwide, a general pattern has emerged over the past two decades: larger-size cities tend to have an economic advantage in growth. One explanation for this trend relates to the nature of “knowledge work.” Population density tends to facilitate “knowledge spillovers” and therefore value-creating businesses.30 Scholars at the Brookings Institution summarize the issue by noting that:

“… growth across communities now tracks exactly with their size. The nation’s bigger communities – powered by well-educated millennial workers and the agglomeration trends brought by digital technology – are now growing notably faster and accounting for more and more of the nation’s growth than before, even as small metros wane and most of the rural hinterland slides into deep decline. In short, fully half of all of the country’s employment growth took place in just 20 metropolitan areas, home to about one-third of Americans, led by the usual suspects of New York, Boston, the Bay Area, Seattle, and Washington, D.C., along with such fast-growing Sun Belt hubs as Dallas, Atlanta, Miami, and Orlando.31

An economist at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City has studied the same general trend and says that: “Statistical analysis shows that most of this positive correlation is likely driven by size itself rather than location characteristics correlated with size.” This finding matters because: “The similar relationships between size and growth of both population and employment reflect that employment and population growth are strongly positively correlated over the long term. In particular, increases in employment tend to be matched approximately one for one by inflows of workers.”32 (More on this point below: Jobs attract people more than people attract jobs. Job growth results from business formation driven by an organic trial-and-error process.)

Kansas and other Great Plains states are unambiguously urbanizing, as measured by the share of total state population associated with specific metro areas. Table 3 helps to capture the contours of this general trend. It reports the populations for each metro area as a share of the aggregate population for the five-state region encompassing Iowa, Kansas, Missouri (less the independent city of St. Louis), Nebraska, and Oklahoma. As shown in Table 3, from 1990 to 2020, each metro area’s population share has increased. In percentage point terms, Oklahoma City and Kansas City recorded the greatest increases in shares, at 1.26 and 1.07 percentage points, respectively. Wichita is the only metro in the sample that did not increase its
population share in the most recent decade, perhaps reflecting its relatively small size (and, as argued previously and below, its relatively high concentration of manufacturing-related employment).

Wichita – Sedgwick County, specifically – is one of the few Kansas localities that has consistently experienced an increase in its share of Kansas population over the past several decades. However, over the past quarter century, Wichita has not attracted a net in-migration of people; more people have moved out than moved in.

Chart 5A illustrates the estimated migration of people into and out of Sedgwick County each year from 1992 to 2018 (based on U.S. tax return data). The chart separates intra-state inflows and outflows from inter-state inflows and outflows. (Chart 5B complements Chart 5A by illustrating the income flows associated with the migration of people.)

On an intra-state basis, a high percentage of migration into and out of Sedgwick County takes place among counties that are contiguous to Sedgwick – with Johnson County serving as the major exception. In rank-order, in terms of migration volume (from 2011 to 2018), the intra-state counties are: Butler, Johnson, Sumner, Harvey, Reno, and Cowley. Recall that Butler, Sumner, and Harvey count as part of the Wichita Metropolitan Statistical Area, so migration among these counties and Sedgwick County could technically count as people simply moving within the “city.” These data reinforce a common finding in population migration analysis: most moves are short moves.13

From the perspective of future economic growth in Wichita, what matters most is the net migration out of the region – the net migration to Kansas City or other out-of-state locations. Not surprisingly, from an inter-state perspective, many dozens of different locations comprise the origin into or destination out from Sedgwick County. However, a few places dominate the move-in and move-out data. Again, in rank order, in terms of migration volume, and counting Johnson County as part of Kansas City, the top metro areas are: Kansas City, Dallas, Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Houston, and Phoenix. Unfortunately, consistent with the data in Table 3, more households move out to these metros than move in from them. However, as Chart 5A shows, many households continue to move into Sedgwick County from other metro regions, so it is the net flow that counts. On average, each year, Sedgwick County loses a few hundred households to Kansas City and several dozen households to each of the other metros listed. The net outflows could reverse if economic opportunities in Wichita increase relative to the recent past. (Note: The population “gross flow” volume, not the “net flow” volume, is the variable that drives the research findings on persistence in population growth discussed above.)

TABLE 3: Population Shares by Metro Area Based on Multi-State Total Population*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Des Moines</td>
<td>2.76%</td>
<td>2.73%</td>
<td>2.84%</td>
<td>3.01%</td>
<td>3.33%</td>
<td>3.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>10.91%</td>
<td>10.48%</td>
<td>11.14%</td>
<td>11.48%</td>
<td>11.87%</td>
<td>12.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okla. City</td>
<td>5.52%</td>
<td>6.11%</td>
<td>6.60%</td>
<td>6.84%</td>
<td>7.32%</td>
<td>7.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaha</td>
<td>4.71%</td>
<td>4.56%</td>
<td>4.67%</td>
<td>4.79%</td>
<td>5.05%</td>
<td>5.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa</td>
<td>4.34%</td>
<td>4.98%</td>
<td>5.18%</td>
<td>5.37%</td>
<td>5.47%</td>
<td>5.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wichita</td>
<td>3.32%</td>
<td>3.27%</td>
<td>3.48%</td>
<td>3.57%</td>
<td>3.63%</td>
<td>3.59%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: U.S. Census Bureau; author’s calculations

*Note: To simplify the problem associated with Kansas City and Omaha straddling state borders, and to generate a unified perspective for the larger geographic region, the metro area shares are based on the aggregate population of: Iowa, Kansas, Missouri (less the independent city of St. Louis), Nebraska, and Oklahoma.
A Perspective on Job Dynamics

Market economies exhibit a remarkable amount of dynamism. Indeed, the entire process of economic development can be fairly characterized as a trial-and-error system – a numbers game in which a variety of businesses continually enter a market to test their market viability. This perspective, in part, helps explain why the city-size variable discussed earlier has important explanatory power. Larger (and denser) metro areas run a higher number of trials and have the market depth and breadth to support more economic experiments.

Related to this trial-and-error perspective, economic research refers to fast-growing businesses as “gazelles.” Such businesses tend to be few in number but large in job-creation impact. A study by the Kansas City-based Kauffman Foundation found that, nationwide: “Just [one] percent of companies – those growing the fastest – generate roughly 40 percent of new jobs in any given year.”

Another study focused on the typical location of gazelles and found that “40 percent of all the Gazelles are located in only 20 MSAs, which are mostly the largest cities in the United States.” Yet another study, one focused on a broad review of the research literature related to gazelles, concluded that: “Gazelles are found to be outstanding job creators. They create all or a large share of new net jobs. On average, Gazelles are younger and smaller than other firms, but it is young age more than small size that is associated with rapid growth. Gazelles exist in all industries.”

When presented with these research findings related to gazelles, policy makers and economic development professionals often respond by saying “we need to find our gazelles.” However, that task is difficult, because gazelles emerge out of the trial-and-error process. An imperfect, but useful analogy, relates to the venture capital industry. Venture capitalists, too, hunt for their gazelles, and consider themselves fortunate if they invest in the approximately one out of 20 businesses (per venture fund) that will generate enough investment return to compensate for the 19 failures. Perhaps this venture-capital analogy explains why a European-based study of gazelles found that: “Business subsidies do not seem to provide significant further boost for the contemporary or after-subsidy growth of gazelles. In other words, there are apparently some other factors dominating the growth of young high-growth firms making them grow strongly, in many cases, with or without subsidies.”

Nationally recognized businesses like Microsoft, Dell, Google, Amazon, Netflix, Facebook, Uber, and Airbnb represent unambiguous examples of gazelles. In the Kansas City area, Garmin and Cerner would qualify as gazelles. In Wichita, Pizza Hut might be the best example of a gazelle. However, businesses like Cessna, Koch Industries, and Rent-a-Center capture the same economic essence as gazelles; they may have grown more slowly than the image of gazelles is meant to convey, but they represent businesses born in Wichita that persistently grew to become major employers.

Evidence for Wichita from 1990 through 2015 helps reinforce the broader economic research related to gazelles. Despite the abundant research on gazelles, no precise definition exists for identifying what a “fast-growing” business should mean. However, using a NETS Database referenced earlier, it is possible to quantify a thought experiment. The experiment imposed on all businesses operating in the Wichita metro area the following criteria (between 1990 and 2015). First, the business had to be in businesses in 2015 (the last year of available data). Second, the business had to have been in business for at least five years, so no businesses born after 2010 count in the sample. Third, a qualifying business had to have an average annual growth rate in job count of at least 20 percent. Fourth, the business had to have in 2015 a job count of at least 50. Using those four criteria, 71 businesses increased Wichita’s job count by 9,899. Also, according to the Database, Wichita’s total job count grew by 63,392 from 1990 to 2015; and, in 2015, Wichita had 32,451 operating business establishments. So, put in context, the NETS Database indicates that 0.22 percent of businesses generated 15.6 percent of the growth in total job count. (The 71 business units in the “fast-growing” sample sort into 42 different broad industry classifications, further reinforcing the hard-to-predict, dynamic nature associated with the types of businesses that may propel job growth.)

The data presented below illustrate the dynamic trial-and-error process that creates gazelles – or not. The job markets in all regional economies are in continual flux from four sources: business births, business deaths, business expansions, and business contractions. Taken in total, the job counts associated with these four sources of dynamism account for about 27 percent to 30 percent of total employment, on average, in any given year. Each of the metro areas evaluated in this report lies within this range of annual job turnover.

Chart 6A illustrates job dynamics for the Wichita metro area. Notice the remarkable symmetry between job gains and job losses as the market process “tests” businesses for economic fitness. To read the chart, note that business births and existing-business expansions account for the job counts (gains) above the zero-level on the chart; business deaths and existing-business contractions account for the job counts (loss) below the zero-level on the chart. The “Net” job count subtracts the job losses from the job gains. For most years covered by the chart – except for years associated with national recessions – the Wichita metro area gained net job counts.
The following two tables—Table 4 and Table 5—complement the story told by Chart 6A. These tables are constructed to illustrate net job creation by businesses of different ages. Table 4 uses national-level data to focus on business establishments (a place of business with a unique physical address). Table 5 uses firm-level data and focuses on the Wichita metro area (because the U.S. Census Bureau does not report establishment-level data for metro areas).

To understand the important story told by Table 4 and Table 5, let us first understand how to interpret Table 4. The database begins with business establishments born in 1977. Starting in 1977, the database tracks the job-creation activity of each business establishment over time. Business establishments that already existed in 1977 are categorized in the "Left-Censored" column. So, business establishments born in the U.S. in 1977 (Age = 0) created 5.8 million new jobs. Left-Censored business establishments contracted by a net 1.6 million jobs. The Total Net Job Creation of 4.2 million was due solely to the birth of new business establishments.

Once 1977 is established as a base year, the data can account for the net job gain for a particular cohort of business establishments for a particular birth cohort. For example, the net job gain for all businesses born in the U.S. in 1977 in 2013 (Age = 16) was 1,519,678 jobs. Left-Censored business establishments are accounted for in the "Left-Censored" column. The net job gain for all businesses born in the U.S. in 1977 in 2013 (Age = 16) was 1,519,678 jobs. The Total Net Job Creation for 2013 was 1,497,523 jobs. Left-Censored business establishments are accounted for in the "Left-Censored" column. The net job gain for all businesses born in the U.S. in 1977 in 2013 (Age = 16) was 1,519,678 jobs. The Total Net Job Creation for 2013 was 1,497,523 jobs.
A Perspective on Employment Trends

Two economic development issues that have preoccupied the research agenda of regional economists also arise frequently in discussions about economic development in Wichita. First, does industry mix matter for regional economic growth? Put another way: Is it more advantageous from an economic growth perspective for the regional economy to be more specialized or more diversified? Second, do jobs draw people or do people draw jobs?

For the present study, perhaps the best way to frame these two issues is in the context of an economic shock related to national economic recession. Employment is the indicator most commonly chosen to measure economic impact during and after a negative shock. As the data which follows will illustrate, the 2001 and 2008 recessions had a significantly negative impact on job growth in the Wichita metro area. A major theme in explaining Wichita's weak recovery relates to Wichita's economic identity as a broad-based manufacturing center. The relatively high concentration of employment in the manufacturing sector is a strength (a source of specialization and high wages), but also a source of volatility.

Empirical research provides no definitive conclusions to the industry mix question. It just depends. Every regional economy has unique attributes, and the variety of unique combinations have positive or negative influences on growth under different circumstances. Some research finds support for specialization. Some research finds support for industry diversity. And still other research finds support for a combination of specialization and diversity. Simply put, researchers have a difficult time untangling the many interactions that influence regional economic performance. That said, a recent study evaluating the resilience of regional economies to the 2008 recession concluded with two important findings that apply to Wichita:

1. “The results ... support theory and previous empirical work showing that manufacturing is associated with greater vulnerability to the recession,” and, in non-recessionary times, manufacturing does not provide a “positive contribution” to employment growth.
2. After “controlling for the specific mix of industries in a county, industrial diversity itself does not influence an area’s resilience during a recession, but it is associated with slower [employment] growth during non-recessionary times.”

These two points reinforce the arguments highlighted in the previous section related to job dynamics. Economic development results from a complex trial-and-error process that confounds simplistic formulations related to the causes of economic growth. As famed British
economist John Kay once remarked: “If we could predict the evolution of markets, we would not need markets in the first place.”

Researchers have had more success in answering the jobs-versus-people question than they have had in answering the industry-mix question. In general, they find that labor demand is more important than labor supply for driving employment growth and recession recovery. That is, labor demand on the part of business is a more potent force for drawing population into a region when compared with excess labor supply drawing businesses into a region.

One study that explicitly investigated the drivers of “recovery from regional downturns” concluded that: “the labor demand response is two to three times larger than the labor supply response, meaning that local job creation … is the main driver of recoveries in the US.”

That is, local business formation drives net-new job creation – just as described in the section discussing job dynamics. And, as Table 4 and Table 5 demonstrated, local job creation primarily comes from the birth of brand new businesses. (But, alas, as Chart 6A showed, employment changes driven by business births and business deaths are highly correlated.)

With the above research background in mind, this section compares Wichita to the other select metro areas with respect to trends in employment over the past half century. Chart 7A shows trends in wage-and-salary job counts. Chart 7B shows trends in (non-farm) self-employment job counts. The vertical lines in each of the charts correspond with years in which a recession began; these years help identify inflection points in the trends.

It is important to know that employment and population have a tight statistical linkage. Wichita is attracting people for the jobs that do exist, but more people are leaving Wichita for opportunities elsewhere (see earlier migration discussion). This linkage ties together the trends in this section with the trends in the population section. Among the metros listed, Wichita has the lowest correlation coefficient for the co-movement between the growth of wage-and-salary jobs and the growth of population, at 92 percent. Wichita also has the lowest coefficient for the co-movement between self-employment and population, at 98 percent. The high levels of statistical correlation speak to the jobs-versus-people question discussed above. The population dynamism discussion indicated that plenty of people migrate into Wichita. The evidence indicates, however, that labor demand – the availability of job opportunities – is not sufficiently high to generate a net in-migration of people.

However, Wichita has increased its job count, even though that count has grown more slowly than Wichitans would want. For example, benchmarking off the 2001 recession, the Wichita metro area had 3,350 more wage-and-salary jobs in 2018 than it did in 2001. It had 26,560 more (non-farm) self-employment jobs in 2018 than it did in 2001. Perhaps one or more of these “small businesses” will become a “gazelle” that drives home-grown job demand.

The economic uniqueness of each metro area combined with the dynamism of business activity, in general, makes it difficult to identify clear cause-and-effect related to inflection points in the employment trends (aside from the onset of national recessions). Industry sectors in each of the metro areas are in continual flux, with some gaining and some losing in any given year. However, the data allow for a few useful observations:
1. Among the metros, Wichita, since the 1990 recession, recorded the lowest growth rates in wage-and-salary job count and self-employment job count. With a few exceptions, Wichita’s relatively slow growth in employment occurred over the long run and for most sub-periods – like the time periods in-between recessions or in-between decadal endpoints. In other words, the relatively slow employment growth in Wichita has persisted for many decades. Furthermore, these low employment growth rates have applied to the lowest beginning-level employment base among the metro areas, so the absolute number of jobs has grown the slowest. As discussed previously, in an era when city size itself (total job count or total population count) seems to matter as a causal factor for predicting future growth, Wichita may experience an ever-harder job-growth challenge, absent some type of positive shock.

2. An interesting general trend relates to the growth in self-employment job count relative to the growth in wage-and-salary job count. Since recovery from the 1981-1982 recession, year-over-year self-employment job counts have risen one to two percentage points faster, on average, than wage-and-salary job counts – and this is true for each metro area. This trend, again, may advantage the metro areas with larger populations, since city size itself may allow for superior commercial opportunities for small businesses.

3. Even though industry mix is an ambiguous variable when judging the performance of employment growth in a particular region, industry composition may have some explanatory power for some of the general trends in job counts among the select metro areas. Two examples are well illustrated by the data in Chart 7A and Chart 7B. First, notice the stagnation in job counts for Des Moines, Oklahom City, Tulsa, and Wichita from about 1985 through 1993. (Particularly note the stagnation in Wichita’s self-employment job counts.) States with a relatively greater reliance on farm income and oil and gas income struggled economically during this time period – and oil and gas production levels remained relatively low until 2010. Oklahoma experienced a major resurgence in its oil and gas-related jobs over the past decade; Kansas did not. Much of this Oklahoma resurgence is driven by hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling that is, to date, not supported by the geology of Kansas’s energy reserves. Second, Wichita has a relatively high share of its employment involved in manufacturing and Des Moines has a relatively high share of its employment involved in financial services (10.5 percentage points higher than Wichita, 4.0 percent points higher than Omaha, and 3.0 percentage points higher than Kansas City). Following the onset of the 2001 recession, this difference in industry mix offers one substantive explanation for the divergence in the growth of wage-and-salary job counts (and, relatedly, population counts) when comparing Wichita with Des Moines – and, once again, may point to “accidents” of economic history that no one can anticipate, because they emerge from a process of trial-and-error.

The issue of manufacturing concentration and economic performance is a key issue for Wichita. Chart 7C illustrates the comparatively high concentration of jobs in manufacturing in the Wichita metro area relative to the comparison metro areas. In 2018, Wichita’s share of jobs in manufacturing was 5.2 percentage points higher than Tulsa’s share and more than 9.0 percentage points higher than each of the other metro areas. However, like the other metros (and the nation, in general), the share of jobs in
manufacturing has been declining over the past half century. This decline has clear negative implications for job count, but not necessarily overall economic performance. Statistically speaking, analysts can easily demonstrate – on average – a negative relationship between the share of jobs in manufacturing and overall wage-and-salary employment growth (at both the county level and the metropolitan level). However, important qualifications apply to this general statistical tendency. For example, in 2001, the Wichita metro area had about 24 percent of its job count in manufacturing. That ranked 29th highest among America’s 384 different metro areas. That manufacturing-share ranking corresponded with Wichita’s rank of 295th in the growth of wage-and-salary job count from 2001 to 2018. Compare Wichita’s results, however, to the results in the Elkhart, Indiana, metro area. Elkhart ranked first among all metro areas in manufacturing job share, at 47 percent, but ranked 106th in the growth of wage-and-salary job count from 2001 to 2018. Grand Rapids, Michigan, and Spartanburg, South Carolina, offer two other examples of metro areas with higher ranking manufacturing job shares than Wichita and much higher growth rates in wage-and-salary jobs than Wichita.

As already argued, simple formulas or metrics cannot readily explain the economic dynamics that drive economic growth. The unique characteristics of regional economies matter.

As most people in Wichita understand, negative shocks to manufacturing activity in the aircraft-related industry following the 2001 and 2008 recessions provide a dominant explanation for the stagnation of wage-and-salary jobs in Wichita – and the drop in overall average wages shown in Chart 7D. In 2001, jobs in the aircraft industry accounted for 62 percent of all manufacturing jobs in Wichita; in 2018, they accounted for 49 percent. That change in share equates to a decrease of about 18,000 aircraft manufacturing-related jobs that earn average wages 50 to 60 percent higher than the average wages earned in non-aircraft manufacturing activities.

A Summary and Synthesis of Perspectives

Few regional economies become as specialized as the Wichita economy became – and remains. A confluence of events at the dawn of aviation made Wichita the “Air Capital of the World.” A second confluence of events – primarily the demand for aircraft to fight World War II – meta-sized that identity, creating an economic boom that increased Wichita’s population by 140 percent from 1940 to 1960. Aircraft manufacturing – and all of its support systems – have defined the foundational dynamics of Wichita’s economic ecosystem for close to a century.

The economic dynamics of specialization tend to be self-reinforcing. Wichita has birthed many successful businesses that have diversified the regional economy, but the natural flow of commerce has reinforced Wichita’s primary economic identity as a specialized, manufacturing town. Such specialization comes with upsides and downsides. The upsides relate to high levels of productivity and high wages. The downside relates to volatility – volatility related to the cyclical aspects of specialized manufacturing and the volatility of a changing world in which manufacturing-related supply chains have globalized. Despite these downsides, many regional economies in the U.S. have both a higher concentration of manufacturing activity than Wichita and a higher rate of economic growth.

Wichitans have for a long time understood the upsides and downsides of a manufacturing concentration. This understanding has motivated frequent discussions related to the strategic goal of promoting a more diversified level of economic activity. The economic development challenge attached to this goal has two components. First, diversification, per se, may do nothing to enhance Wichita’s prospects for faster economic growth. Second, “diversification” of the regional economy is not something that the community can just decide to do: economic development is an organic process driven by trial-and-error.

Understanding economic development as an organic process driven by trial-and-error, rather than a mechanistic process driven by strategic planning and engineering, offers a crucial perspective for concerned citizens seeking to enhance Wichita’s economic future through civic-minded endeavors like Project Wichita. The primary driver of regional economic growth relates to the formation of new businesses (or activation of existing businesses) that grow quickly because they have discovered – by luck or design – a market with under-served demand. Almost by definition such businesses emerge from a dynamic market process of trial-and-error because they would be abundant if people already knew how to create them. This fact explains why government-subsidization of specific enterprises or groups of people through targeted economic
development rarely produces net-new economic growth. What may look like economic growth on the surface ends up being, upon closer scrutiny, an expensive exercise in the rearrangement of existing business activity.

The dynamic economic processes of trial and error are clearly at work in Wichita. The Wichita economy continues to grow, even if Wichitans would like it to grow faster. Hundreds of businesses start and expand every year, and thousands of people relocate into Wichita every year. However, as an inherent part of the dynamic process, hundreds of businesses dissolve and contract every year, and thousands of people relocate out of Wichita every year. Yet, on net, overall business activity grows and so does the population.

Wichita could birth new, fast-growing businesses (or spark existing, fast-expanding businesses) that might provide a step change in the rate of regional economic growth. However, the probability of that event is conditioned on luck and broad economic trends. In the U.S., economic activity is naturally flowing towards metropolitan areas with larger populations. City size itself seems to have become a causal factor. More populace regional economies support a greater volume of commercial experimentation, which increases the chance of generating fast-growing businesses. Unfortunately, despite the mid-20th Century population boom, Wichita has always been a relatively small, geographically isolated metro area. Perhaps the flow of commerce in a post-pandemic world, in which more manufacturing capability takes place on U.S. soil will create a counterveiling trend that will mitigate Wichita’s size disadvantage and activate its manufacturing advantage.

Taken together, the various perspectives presented in this report should encourage a data-driven understanding of Wichita’s economic history and economic growth potential. All cities face their own version of economic development challenges. Wichita is growing and will likely continue to grow. The community – elected leaders, businesses, and individual citizens – should embrace these challenges with a clear understanding of how economies grow. Policies that improve the odds of creating “gazelles” offer a better use of community resources when compared with the use of economic development incentives targeted to specific companies or groups of people. By way of analogy, this policy perspective suggests that the proper role of government in the economic development process is to run tournaments not field players.
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